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Greg O' Quin takes gospel to the next level. This CD offers great a testimony of triumph over the storms

of life. You can the devil "Unh-Unh." if he tries to take your victory, family, and joy. Or send up praises of

how "Awesome" God is to you. 17 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel, GOSPEL: Traditional

Gospel Details: Award winning and two time Dove and Stellar Award nominated artist, composer,

producer and choir director, Greg O'Quin, makes a triumphant return with the release of Clichs. Clichs is

the first project since the release of Greg's phenomenal project, Conversation, which contained the

anthem "I Told the Storm." Now Greg O'Quin 'N Noyze has joined the World Wide Gospel family to

impact the Gospel music scene with a new praise. Clichs promises to be one of the most talked about

project of the years because of its perfect mixture of contemporary, urban and traditional tracks along with

its comedic interludes. The first single, "It Don't Make No Sense" is slammin'! The beats, the music and

the lyrics will get you dancing in the pews. But the praise party doesn't stop there! There's even more

hip-hop beat intensive tracks such as "Bounce" and "Understand". For the traditional ear, Clich features

Greg's own quiet storm; a collection of slow ballads and anthems that will lift your hands in total praise.

Traditional tracks include "Awesome", "Unh Unh", "Singin' in the Rain" and yes, a remix of "I Told The

Storm". One of the most compelling and soul stirring tracks is Greg's own testimony, "Greg's Storm".

Spoken in his own voice and words, Greg describes the obstacles he had to endure to keep his ministry

and hopes alive while the enemy attacked him from every shore. But Greg told his storm, "You can't

break me and you have to cease when my God speaks!" Clichs is the resilient and resounding music of

victory in Jesus Christ. Gospel music lovers everywhere will rejoice with every movement. Order your

extra copies today!
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